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commentsEDITORIAL

By Benita Mehta,
ISHN Chief Editor

OSHA sets up priorities
Agency begins heat safety initiative,
plans to hire compliance of�cers

         n the last day of ASSP’s in-person show last month in Austin, Texas, Jim Frederick, Acting

Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety and Health, spoke to attendees on COVID-19 and

OSHA’s current priorities.

    He stressed the importance of workplace safety and health, now more than ever, and said OSHA has

“worked diligently since January to move on President Biden’s executive order to help protect workers

from contracting COVID-19.

    We are also prioritizing, getting our compliance o�cers on site during inspections, while also taking

the necessary steps to ensure our workers’ safety. A pandemic is still evolving, and we'll continue to

monitor vaccination progress, virus variance, and other factors that will guide our continued e�orts to

ensure workers are protected from the virus while they're on the job.”

Hiring at OSHA

    He said OSHA is requesting an increase of more than $73M, mainly for hiring more than 200

additional compliance o�cers and support sta� to bolster enforcement e�orts.

    “We need to continue to build and strengthen OSHA's enforcement program and ensure that the full

range of enforcement tools are available to be used to make the greatest impact on worker health and

safety. We're doing that by rebuilding OSHA's inspection capacity… But it's not just that, we also need

to make sure that we're focusing our resources and our e�orts where they'll have the greatest impact.

We need to make sure we use our full range of enforcement tools and and try to have the vast impact

we can.”

O

National program to combat heat-related hazards
    OSHA is implementing an enforcement initiative on heat-related hazards, developing a National

Emphasis Program on heat inspections, and launching a rulemaking process to develop a workplace

heat standard. In addition, the agency is forming a National Advisory Committee on Occupational Safety

and Health Heat Injury and Illness Prevention Work Group to provide better understanding of challenges

and to identify and share best practices to protect workers. 

    OSHA implemented an intervention and enforcement initiative recently to prevent and protect

workers from heat-related illnesses and deaths while they are working in hazardous hot environments.

The newly established initiative prioritizes heat-related interventions and inspections of work activities

on days when the heat index exceeds 80 degrees Fahrenheit.

    “While agricultural and construction workers often come to mind �rst when thinking about workers

most exposed to heat hazards, without proper safety actions, sun protection and climate-control,

intense heat can be harmful to a wide variety of workers indoors or outdoors and during any season,”

said Acting Assistant Secretary for Occupational Safety and Health Jim Frederick.

    The OSHA initiative applies to indoor and outdoor worksites in general industry, construction,

agriculture and maritime where potential heat-related hazards exist. On days when a recognized heat

temperature can result in increased risks of heat-related illnesses, OSHA will increase enforcement

e�orts. Employers are encouraged to implement intervention methods on heat priority days proactively,

including regularly taking breaks for water, rest, shade, training workers on how to identify common

symptoms and what to do when a worker suspects a heat-related illness is occurring, and taking

periodic measurements to determine workers’ heat exposure.

OSHA Area Directors will institute the following:
   • Prioritize inspections of heat-related complaints, referrals and employer-reported illnesses and

initiate an onsite investigation where possible.

  •Instruct compliance safety and health o�cers, during their travels to job sites, to conduct an

intervention (providing the agency’s heat poster/wallet card, discuss the importance of easy access to

cool water, cooling areas and acclimatization) or opening an inspection when they observe employees

performing strenuous work in hot conditions.

  • Expand the scope of other inspections to address heat-related hazards where worksite conditions or

other evidence indicates these hazards may be present.     

    In October, OSHA plans to take a step toward a federal heat standard to ensure protections in

workplaces across the country by issuing an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on heat injury and

illness prevention in outdoor and indoor work settings. The advance notice will initiate a comment

period allowing OSHA to gather diverse perspectives and technical expertise on topics including heat

stress thresholds, heat acclimatization planning, exposure monitoring, and strategies to protect

workers.
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practicesMANAGING BEST

By Dan Markiewicz

Should you prepare to
be an OHS expert
witness?
New forms of litigation due to workplace
injury disputes are ongoing

        ome professions are very litigious. For example, approximately 13% of the 67,000 members of the

American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) have provided expert testimony for the courts.1 The number of

occupational health and safety (OHS) pros that provide expert witness service is unknown. Many of the

leading OHS consultants, however, list expert witness as a service they provide. 

S

Lawsuits and workers’ compensation
    In the earliest days of OHS, disputes of who was responsible for the payment of a workplace injury

or illness was settled by litigation. Every US state eventually passed workers’ compensation insurance

law to establish a no-fault system where responsibility for injury/illness payment nearly always falls

upon the employer. According to NOLO2, however, the following conditions may be outside the WC

shield: 

   • If you were injured by a defective product, you might be able to bring a products liability action

against the manufacturer of the product.

   • If you were injured by a toxic substance, you might be able to bring a toxic tort lawsuit against the

manufacturer of that substance.

   • If you were injured because of your employer's intentional conduct, you might be able to bring a

personal injury lawsuit against your employer.

   • If your employer does not carry workers’ compensation insurance, you might be able to sue your

employer in civil court or collect money from a state fund.

   • If a third party caused your injury, you might be able to bring a personal injury lawsuit against that

person.

    Caveat: the above list should not be considered inclusive. Other conditions likely exist that may

pierce the workers’ compensation insurance shield.

New problems
    OHS is a very broad and evolving �eld. New forms of litigation because of workplace injury or illness

disputes continue to break through. For example, Fisher-Phillips Covid-19 Employment Litigation

Tracker and Insight has tracked over 3,000 Covid-19 employment cases since 1/30/2020. Among these

cases, about 7% involve employer negligence / wrongful death and unsafe workplace.3 Even if the US

closes the door on Covid-19 by year’s end, scientists now predict other communicable disease

epidemics in coming years are probable.

Photo: Wavebreakmedia / iStock /

Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Old problems
    Some old OHS disputes are taking on a new perspective. When OSHA issued its 1978 lead standard,

for example, its advisory appendices suggested that workers intending to start a family should limit

their blood lead level to below 30 micrograms per deciliter to prevent lead caused birth defects.

     Fearing birth defect lawsuits, many employers installed “fetal protection programs” that only

allowed infertile women (but no restriction on men) to work with lead and other reproductive hazards.

The US Supreme Court in 1991 unanimously found that this practice violated the 1978 Pregnancy

Discrimination Act. While few workplace birth defect lawsuits have been successful in past years, legal

settlements in the tens-of-millions of dollars have been particularly troublesome.  

    Troublesome too, is the growing unrest with federal pregnancy discrimination claims. Research by

Bloomberg Law found that since 2016, each succeeding year set a new record for the number of claims

�led. Bloomberg Law projects that 2021 end-of-year pregnancy discrimination claims will set another

new record. Why do these claims continue to rise?

    Perhaps adding fuel to PDA claims and lawsuit embers, OSHA’s 2012 HazCom (GHS) standard

mandated the hazard statement, where appropriate, “may damage the unborn child.” But what

workplace exposures, chemical or not, may harm a child?  Coincidentally (but maybe not) 2012 was the

�rst year that the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act (PWFA) was introduced into the US Congress. The �rst

state PWFA-like law was issued in 2012, too. There are now 31 states, 4 cities and DC with PWFA-like

law. Nealy every PWFA law was based on the advocate rally cry “income or health.” The health portion

of this cry should be of keen interest to OHS pros. 

     Troublesome too, is the growing unrest
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    The latest version of the federal PWFA comfortably passed in bipartisan fashion the US House in May

2021 and was approved comfortably by the US Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pension Committee

August 2021. A US Senate vote awaits. We’re on the cusp of a new federal law with signi�cant OHS

impact. Will the federal PWFA limit disputes? The US Congressional Budget O�ce expects that for the

�rst three years after PWFA regulations are issued, volume of claims related to pregnancy discrimination

received by the EEOC will increase by about 20 percent each year. The portion of claims brought

because of “health” disputes is uncertain, but likely will be signi�cant.

What’s an expert witness?
    Per Wikipedia, an expert witness is “a person whose opinion by virtue of education, training,

certi�cation, skills or experience, is acceptable by the judge as an expert.”4 See Wikipedia full article for

greater clari�cation.

    Consider this example: Every OHS pro has some understanding of noise hazards. Kentucky’s 2019

Pregnant Workers Health Impact Assessment5 (Kentucky PWFA law passed in 2019), advises that

“Women exposed to 80 dB for an 8-hour shift were at increased risk of preterm delivery and high noise

may place their unborn child at risk to hearing loss.” Assume that a worker’s preterm child in 2021 in

your state was born with hearing loss. Note, newborns in nearly every US hospital receive an electronic

hearing test before they leave the birthing hospital. The worker sues (more appropriately the child

brings the suit) for compensation for the child’s hearing loss. 

    How is the above dispute solved? Is this a workers’ compensation claim? Is this an OSHA issue i.e.,

provide a workplace free from recognized hazards? How should this claim be valued? If the case has

standing, i.e., allowed by the courts, an AAP member will likely be retained as an expert – sometimes

for the plainti�, sometimes for the defense. But who else, particularly among OHS pros, could be an

expert in this case? Would you rather be an expert for the plainti� or defense in this case? If you

developed and delivered hearing conservation training in this case, but did not include Kentucky’s noise

hazard information warnings at 80 dB, could you as an individual be sued for “failure to warn?” Be

aware, risk adverse manufacturers now include noise warnings at 80 dB in product literature that is

sometimes found on product labels. Are there limits on where hazard information is found then

disclosed? Hint, Kentucky’s noise hazard information came from a study conducted and published

outside the US. 

    There is a lot to consider in most litigation claims. OHS litigation claims are likely to rise, examples

given. Plainti� and defense attorneys, judges and juries, and others, such as news media, require OHS

experts to make complex OHS information, comprehensible. Becoming an expert witness i.e., subject

matter expert should be part of your career plan.

Dan Markiewicz, MS, CIH, CSP, CHMM, is an independent environmental health and safety consultant. He can be

reached at (419) 356-3768 or by email at dan.markiewicz@gmail.com.
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safety TALK

By Randy DeVaul

Return to work
policies benefits all
It should be a critical element in your
workers’ compensation program

      here are basic concepts about workers’ compensation that everyone within an organization should

know so that everyone works together toward getting the injured employee and the company back to

100% or, at least, to pre-injury status. One such concept relates to getting the employee back to work

as soon as possible. This is known as a “Return-to-Work” (R-t-W) policy. 

T

    First, this policy should be a written part of the company policy manual for both legal and

consistent application reasons. Without such a policy in writing, the employer can be targeted for

subjective discrimination or retaliatory practices as well as managers and supervisors potentially

communicating the wrong or inaccurate information to an injured employee. Either way, without a

written policy, it could cost the employer hundreds of thousands of dollars in one lawsuit or over time

with unintended consequences with the loss of an employee.

    Second, all employees at every level, as well as treating physicians, should know of your policy so

there is no question about an employee’s ability or the company’s intent to having an employee come

back to work, even if on transitional (modi�ed, light, restricted) duty. This return to work is bene�cial to

the employee as well as to the employer in reducing wage loss, costs, and increased days away from

work for OSHA recordkeeping, if the policy is not known.

Photo: AndreyPopov / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Employee and employer bene�ts
     Let me clarify this point: this policy is not to get the employee back to work at the expense or

compromise of the employee’s health and recovery. It is to help the employee return to a more normal

schedule and routine after an injury while helping the healing and recovery process by following

prescribed activities at work and home.

     To ensure a physician can provide prescribed restrictions, the employer must have a position

description that is detailed and speci�c to the duties that must be performed normally. The physician

must also know that a workers’ compensation injury is exempt from HIPAA so a physician sharing

medical records and treatment is not a violation of the patient’s con�dentiality rights. Not sharing those

records with the employer is actually a violation of law under most workers’ compensation statutes.

There is no legal requirement for an employer to have an R-t-W policy. If you want your employee to sit

at home and watch the injury lawyer commercials in between the soap operas and have you pay the full

brunt of the recovery costs without seeing any bene�t, well, that is up to you. 

     Statistically, however, two very important messages are sent when this happens. One: your

employee will not return to work any time soon because he now doesn’t think he has any value to the

team that is �lling his shoes while he is out; and two: you are creating a negative incentive for the rest

of your employees to go and do likewise. After all, staying at home, getting paid, and doing whatever I

want while there could lead me to think I might not ever want to get better.

     Bringing an injured employee back to work sends a positive and uplifting message to the injured

person and to the rest of the team. It tells the employee he is valuable to the team, that his e�orts are

appreciated, and that the employer wants him back. Also, it allows the employee to get his mind o�

the claim and back to a more normal routine. 

     Studies have shown that getting back to work also reduces the “out-of-pocket” costs associated

with most waiting periods in workers’ compensation programs. In Virginia, for example, an employee

must be out for seven days before compensation of wages begin at day eight and then it is not

retroactive! An employee returning to work on restricted duty before the seven days are up allows him

to see a paycheck and not fall under increased �nancial pressures during the recovery time for the

injury.

     One word on medical records: you must maintain con�dentiality when obtaining medical records on

an injured employee. But do not let the medical provider “bu�alo” you on medical records falling under

patient privacy laws. In a workers’ compensation claim, you are paying the bill and you are the

authorized “owner” of those records. You are legally entitled to those records and to ensure your

employee and you follow prescribed treatment, you need those records. A simple phone call explaining

that you are the authorized workers’ compensation claims handler at your company should get you the

records. If you have established a relationship with the medical providers early on, this won’t be a

problem.

     So, although such a policy is not required, there are numerous bene�ts to the employee and

employer for having a formal Return-to-Work policy in place.

Randy DeVaul (safetypro1158@gmail.com) is an author, writer, and experienced safety professional in OSHA- and

MSHA-regulated industries and in workers' compensation best practices. Randy conducts webinars regularly on

safety/health and workers’ compensation topics. He is the founder of MOST (Mine/Occupational Safety Training),

creator of the 'Safe at Home' series, and Rapid Response CPR (www.rapidresponsecpr.com), providing

BLS/emergency response courses for healthcare professionals, �rst responders, and response teams. Randy resides

in Central Florida. Comments are always welcome.
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industrial
revolution

on the horizon

Video: whyframestudio / Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

What to expect in robotics & automated machine safety in
Industry 5.0     
By John Ritter

      ven as companies are just now realizing the full array of bene�ts provided by Industry 4.0, there is a

new industrial revolution on the horizon that integrates mankind and machine in ways only sci-� movies

once imagined. Industry 5.0 promises a workforce of human and machine collaborators capable of

lightning fast e�ciency with reduced risk.

    If Industry 4.0 allows people to work smarter, then Industry 5.0 is going to let facilities work harder.

And that’s a good thing.

    While technology will never come back down from the cloud created by Industry 4.0, this new wave

of tech is poised to make a huge transformation to all those robots in manufacturing plants and

material handling warehouses.

    The ubiquity of robots in industrial facilities isn’t just an anecdotal observation; it is a statistically

demonstrable fact. The International Federation of Robotics reports that 422,271 new industrial robots

were installed in 2018. A total of 55,212 of those robots were installed in the U.S., which was a 20%

increase from 2017. The IFR also estimates that more than 3 million robots are operating across the

planet in 2020, which is double the number of robots on Earth in 2014. Looking deeper into the data,

these robots are becoming more involved in material handling operations; representing 42% of the

increase, according to the IFR.

    While it’s exciting to harness the potential of adding robots to a team of skilled workers, there are

important factors to consider before making a major purchase. It’s critical for facility managers of

manufacturing facilities, processing plants, warehouses, and distribution centers to remain up-to-date

on robotics standards to ensure safety for workers and compliance with governing organizations.

E

Key robotic standards
    The development and implementation of industrial machine guarding systems has always been an

exercise in assessing risk. And risk assessments have become even more important in recent years

thanks to the passage of Robotics Industry Association’s R15.06 and R15.08.

    These regulations cover operations that some facility managers might easily overlook, such as

automated stretch-wrapping. While automated stretch wrapping processes have become commonplace

at loading docks across the country, there aren’t many safety regulations speci�cally governing them in

the United States.

RIA R15.06: machine guarding risk assessments
    Every machine guarding application has its own set of unique challenges and associated risk. The

choices a facility manager makes for one application might not be the same or appropriate for the

next. In most cases, safety-conscious managers would not guard an industrial robot the same way they

would guard other equipment, because the risk associated with each di�ers greatly. Risk may even vary

between similar operations, depending upon employee exposure and other factors.

    This is where RIA R15.06 comes into play. Although most safety managers already practiced risk

assessments before this standard, R15.06 mandates that a risk assessment be performed.

    Some of the biggest changes with the RIA R15.06 industrial robot standard have to do with safety-

rated motion and allowing for advanced programmable safety devices to be utilized. This means

software is allowed “safety-rated” control of various aspects of the robot’s function, limiting the area in

which the robot operates and the speed of robot motion.

Recognizing how robotic procedures continue to advance at
a rapid pace and seeing their surface mobility improve, the
RIA developed a subcommittee in 2016 to develop standards
for these new legions of mobile robots and passed the new
RIA R15.08 in 2020.

Point-of-operation danger
    When performing a proper risk assessment, point-of-operation guarding is probably the most

involved aspect. It is relatively easy to place perimeter guarding around the entire process. However, in

most situations a machine operator needs to interact with the operation by loading or unloading

materials (such as metals to be welded) and running the machine.

    This point-of-operation is where things get tricky. It also becomes clear why risk assessments must

be completed.

    Many details must be considered when it comes to point-of-operation areas, including the layout or

design of the process, the limits of the system and properly identifying all associated hazards, as well

as devising methods for hazard elimination and risk reduction.

    Once the severity of the potential hazard has been determined, the frequency or duration of

exposure and the possibility of eliminating or limiting exposure should be considered before any

machine guarding decisions are made.

Point-of-interaction safety options
    When it comes to satisfying the requirements of R15.06, presence-sensing devices such as light

curtains and laser scanners are potential solutions for point-of-interaction safety near potentially

dangerous operations. However, automated barrier doors may provide an even better option, as they

have many of the same bene�ts as presence sensors, but with several additional advantages.

    Most notably, automated barrier doors provide a physical barrier that can protect an employee and

contain the process while at the same time restricting access to dangerous machine movement. This is

particularly important for processes such as stretch wrapping in which inertia keeps machinery in

motion even after it has shut down. Additionally, automated barrier doors aren’t held up against OSHA’s

safety distance formula because there is no depth penetration factor – allowing the safeguard to be

placed much closer to the hazardous area.

RIA R15.08: mobile robots
    Recognizing how robotic

procedures continue to advance at a

rapid pace and seeing their surface

mobility improve, the RIA developed a

subcommittee in 2016 to develop

standards for these new legions of

mobile robots and passed the new

RIA R15.08 in 2020. It is important to

understand what robots will be

covered under these new rules and

what kinds of safety precautions

should be considered as collaborative

robots enter the workforce and

Industry 5.0 becomes reality. Photo courtesy of Rite-Hite Doors  

    The initial draft of R15.08 is being rati�ed, but one of the �rst things that found a consensus is the

scope of the new standard. The committee de�ned mobile robots as ground-based devices used in an

industrial environment that possess a degree of autonomy su�cient to plan their own routes to a

destination and re-plan if an obstacle is encountered.

Included in this description are:
    Any ground-based device or system regardless of mode of mobility (e.g. wheeled, tracked, legged,

etc…) operating in a structured or semi-structured industrial or commercial environment in which

personnel who encounter the mobile robot can be trained in its safe use.

Devices and systems excluded from the R15.08 description are ones that are:

   • Airborne or waterborne;

   • Vehicles intended to carry people;

   • Tele-operated; or

   • Restricted to a pre-de�ned path (e.g. traditional automated guided vehicle [AGV]).

Many of these types of excluded devices are already under the jurisdiction of existing regulations.

Notable regulations include:

   • EN 1525: Safety of industrial trucks – Driverless trucks and their systems;

   • EN 1526: Safety of industrial trucks – Additional requirement for automated functions on trucks;

   • ISO 3691-4: Driverless industrial trucks and their systems; and

   • ANSI B56.5: Safety standard for driverless, automatic guided industrial vehicles.

    In contrast, R15.08 will help govern mobile robots with increased autonomy derived from their own

pre-programmed circuitry. Additionally, R15.08 attempts to resolve con�icts between standards that

preceded the rise in industrial mobile robots.

    For instance, R15.06 requires that an industrial robot be restarted by a human operator from outside

the robot cell, unless it’s in a collaborative application. The robot is not allowed to restart

automatically. This is to ensure the operator has exited the hazardous area before restart. However, U.S.

standard B56.5, which covers AGVs, allows an AGV to restart after it encounters a human obstacle in its

path. While it will not directly stipulate direction for AGVs, R15.08 will reconcile this possible di�erence

in safety protocols for mobile robots.

Protect employees while remaining ef�cient
    As new technology is adopted to increase e�ciency, it’s important for facility managers to

simultaneously keep up with safety surrounding these advanced systems. Before specifying or

implementing new safety devices for new automated operations, it’s critical to perform a proper risk

assessment to discover the best solution for today’s and tomorrow’s processes.

John Ritter is the Rite-Hite Doors and Machine Guarding Product Manager. For more than 18 years, John has worked

with Rite-Hite in a variety of di�erent roles including sales, management, and distribution.

The information herein is provided as a general reference regarding the use of the applicable product(s) in speci�c

applications. This information is provided without warranty. It is your responsibility to ensure that you are using all

mentioned products properly in your speci�c application and in accordance with all laws and regulations.
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TECHNOLOGY

The fully-autonomous

Avidbots Neo robot equipped

with a disinfection sprayer

delivers multi-application

bene�ts, including �oorcare

and 3D surface disinfection.

AUTONOMOUSoperations

Multi-application robots usher in the future of how facilities are
cleaned     
By Pablo Molina

     he demands on facility managers for a spotless, clean facility seems to know no end. The need for

high-quality cleaning and disinfection within a facility are at an all-time high, putting a strain on

managers and employees and subsequently threatening facility productivity.

   An emerging technology trend can help facility managers address the pressure and responsibility to

uphold sky-high cleaning standards —automation. Some tasks are best performed by people, while

others should be automated, allowing workers to focus on more core-business activities. Consider

routine cleaning of a facility; not only can it be tedious and time-consuming, drawing workers away

from production, but prolonged exposure to cleaning products is both undesirable and dangerous. 

   Autonomous robotic cleaning solutions create a safe and healthy workplace while maximizing

valuable employee hours. Facilities are only just scratching the surface when it comes to realizing the

potential of robots.

T

Autonomy breeds productivity
    Keeping facilities clean is no easy task these days. Building owners and facility managers face rising

labor costs coupled with struggles to hire and retain their workforce. There’s also growing pressure to

maintain �rst-class operating standards while meeting demand. These challenges have spurred a

demand for automation when it comes to cleaning facilities. 

    For decades, automation has unlocked signi�cant �nancial and operational bene�ts. Leading facilities

are now turning to autonomous cleaning solutions to unlock new operating e�ciencies. Autonomous

solutions help organizations improve productivity and reduce costs, making their operations run faster

and more reliably. 

    Take conventional �oor cleaning as an example. With a manual scrubber an employee spends hours

each shift driving the machine around cleaning the �oors. Alternatively, �oor-scrubbing robots clean

autonomously; hours saved can be reallocated to higher-value tasks such as cleaning and disinfecting

restrooms, o�ces, meeting rooms and break rooms.

    Surface disinfection via autonomous sprayers is also on the rise. Electrostatic spraying technology is

leveraged to ensure uniform 3-D coverage of surfaces, including hidden and indirectly sprayed ones for

complete coverage. Autonomous electrostatic application ensures disinfection chemicals do not dry out

in the air before reaching the target, e�ectively covering and ensuring proper dwell time on high-touch

surfaces. Sprayers also use less chemical solution compared to traditional methods. 

    In today’s busy world, there is simply no time to do things ine�ciently or waste valuable employee

hours doing tedious and repetitive tasks. Automation provides an answer.

Multi-application robots are a natural progression to take a
booming trend in autonomous solutions and make them
more accessible and affordable to meet the ever-evolving
needs of every facility manager.

No more “you missed a spot”
    Implementing the latest technology can go a long way in improving the speed and e�ciency at which

a facility is cleaned. But many facilities must clean thousands of square feet of space. Missing an area

not only increases the amount of dust, dirt and debris collecting — it presents potential health and

safety concerns. How do you know if you're missing spots? 

    Consider how you ensure other operations at your facility are completed as required: data. From

production logs to employee timesheets, analytics and data are used every day to measure and optimize

a variety of tasks and processes. Why should cleaning be any di�erent?

    While manual cleaning procedures are subject to the whims and direction of the human operating

them, robots always begin with a plan and report on the plan when the job is done. That plan can

include mapping the cleanable areas of a facility and developing thorough custom cleaning plans for

speci�c areas of the space. Once a plan is created, a robot simply requires the touch of a button to

start cleaning fully autonomously, using data-driven insights as it goes to determine the best route to

clean the space each time based on changing layouts and momentarily obstacles. 

    Not only does robotic data provide a more thorough clean — it provides a more measurable clean.

Advanced robots can provide deep insights on everything from water usage to service interruptions to

square footage cleaned and more. Precise cleaning matters more than ever nowadays; robots can

provide the measurable clean and disinfection necessary to keep your facility safe and operational.

The future of autonomous cleaning: multi-application 

    Today, most advanced indoor autonomous mobile robots (AMRs) on the market are specialized,

addressing and solving for a single application or service: cleaning, disinfection, security, shelf-scanning,

material handling, etc. These robots are highly e�ective at completing the task at hand. However, they

are limited to addressing a single use case.

    Consider this: each of the applications listed above are expected to grow into the single-digit billions

by 2026. If we are to keep up, robots must evolve to accomplish more than one task to deliver a

bene�cial ROI. Luckily, this transition may be easier than one expects. The sensor set and navigation

capabilities of most AMRs are all similar, opening a door to combine multiple functionalities into a

single robot. The future of robotics lies in multi-application robots that can provide more value to end

customers when compared to popular single application robots roaming facilities today.

    There are many analogs between the early

computer market in the early 1970s and indoor

AMRs today; single-purpose mainframes

dominated the market at that time, similar to the

single-purpose robots of today. Computers that

supported multiple applications quickly took hold

and delivered compelling value, making them a

central part of our day-to-day lives. This value was

derived not only from additional convenience, but

also economics. The economics of multi-

application robots are simple. Combining two

applications on one robot can deliver signi�cant

savings. These savings can be realized since the

primary application already pays for the navigation

and the AMR itself. The additional application is

merely a hardware and software extension that

can be delivered at the fraction of the cost.

     It’s anticipated that multi-application AMRs

will lead the way, and this transformation will take

the AMR industry to new heights while making

AMRs an integral part of our day-to-day lives. In

fact, it’s already happening. Innovative �oor-

scrubbing robots are being out�tted with

disinfection add-ons, expanding the functionality

past �oor care to extensive disinfection of high-

touch, 3-D surfaces.

     Consider the bene�ts a multi-functional cleaning robot can o�er a facility; adding disinfection

functions on a multi-application cleaning robot can deliver the disinfection function to an end-

customer for around 1/10th of the price of a single-purpose disinfection robot or manual disinfection.

     The days of having single-purpose robots for speci�c tasks may soon be behind us. Multi-

application robots are a natural progression to take a booming trend in autonomous solutions and

make them more accessible and a�ordable to meet the ever-evolving needs of every facility manager.

Pablo Molina is the co-founder and Chairman, CTO and VP of Product of Avidbots, designing and manufacturing

autonomous robots. Avidbots deploys its Neo �oor-scrubbing robot in leading facilities across the world including

airports, warehouses, manufacturing sites, malls, universities and other commercial spaces. For more information,

visit Avidbots.com.
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PPEtripping up your
workforce?

Is

Seemingly innocent hazards can cause serious injuries     
By Dr. Kevan Orvitz

          ave you ever felt your feet throb at the end of a long day walking, standing or moving around

the workplace? It’s unlikely that the aches and pains stopped at the ankles. For most, these seemingly

benign ailments continue up the legs and to the back. The physical fatigue of improper foot support

not only leads to further pain and greater ailments, but can culminate in slips, trips, and falls. 

    Day in and day out, workers rely on their feet to assist them in getting the job done. If foot support

and protection is ignored, then these employees’ health and wellness is left to chance. In the workplace,

slips, trips and falls are seemingly innocent hazards. However, these incidents are some of the leading

contributors to injury and even death in the workplace.

H

Slips, trips and falls
    According to the National Safety Council Chartbook, titled, Injury Facts, 880 workers died from

falling, while 244,000 were forced to take time o� work from falls, in 2019. Falls are completely

preventable and every employer owes their employees the opportunity to work safely with fall

protection. 

    Slips are typically caused by a loss of balance or insu�cient friction between footwear and the

ground surface. Di�erent types of ground surfaces can create hazards for slips, trips and falls. Wet

�ooring caused by spills or weather, combined with poor balance can lead to great injuries. 

    Slips, trips, and falls are safety hazards are 100% avoidable and employers need to be committed to

reducing the safety risks and hazards throughout the workplace.

Communication is key
    The �rst step to solving any health and safety challenge, begins with communication. Employers and

manager who want to mitigate damage, injury and loss, need to feel comfortable talking to their team

about slips, trips and falls, including all of the hazards that cause them. Engaging in meaningful

discussions, allows your workforce to be included in their own health and safety. Not only will it help

management discover red �ags in the workplace, but it will enhance the safety culture and build a

proactive community within the workplace.

    Creating an open line of communication not only allows management to be a part of a deeper

discussion, but it alleviates employee frustration and confusion. A workforce that is engaged in their

own health and safety helps in creating a stress-free, environment.

Ef�cient and effective PPE
    Each and every step taken throughout the workplace can bring employees closer to safety or

hazards. The di�erence in direction stems from the opportunities they’re given. Companies and

businesses should look to prevent injury through solutions that save time and energy, while improving

workplace safety and employee satisfaction.

     Personal anti-fatigue insoles, comprised of

100% dual layer memory foam, ensure every

individual employee has constant foot support,

comfort and shock absorption with every step

they take. Not only do dual layer memory foam,

anti-fatigue insoles reduce fatigue but they

increase employee satisfaction and engagement.

Providing employees with their own pair of

insoles, communicates that employers support

their physical wellbeing and personal comfort.

     Not only does providing workers with their

own anti-fatigue insoles demonstrate

appreciation, but it also eliminates dangerous

tripping hazards, such as �oor matting. Anti-

fatigue matting is installed with great

intentions. However, over time, matting can be

neglected, leading to excess debris, and peeling,

turning good intentions into dangerous

disasters.

     On the other hand, personal anti-fatigue

insoles cover employees on any surface with

each and every step, ensuring 360 degree

comfort and support.

Don’t trip up on PPE
    Slips, trips and falls can be the result of faulty footwear. Employers are morally obligated to ensure

that workers are wearing the right shoes for their workplace and environment. Along with anti-fatigue

insoles, managers should make sure that employees pair the right footwear for the task at hand.

Countless work boots and footwear o�er slip-resistance and provide workers with adequate traction to

prevent slips. In addition to ensuring footwear is adequate, it’s important to be aware of any holes or

damage, which can become a tripping hazard.

    Providing e�cient and e�ecting PPE to employees, is a company’s moral obligation. Beyond that, it’s

an opportunity to create a workplace centered on compassion, health and safety. Ensuring safety from

the ground up will reduce slips, trips and falls while improving employee engagement and satisfaction.

Dr. Kevan Orvitz is a Doctor of Podiatric Medicine, Founder & President of MEGAComfort Inc. Dr. Orvitz and his

revolutionary Ergonomic designs have paved the way for employees to experience enhanced comfort, decreased pain

and fatigue creating a safer more productive workplace. With over 20 years of experience in various industries, Dr.

Orvitz has studied all aspects of biomechanics and the human body, speci�cally the lower body and feet.
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PPE

forFITprotection
N95 respirators must perfectly �t the wearer’s face for
maximum safety     
By Nancy Sabin, Q.S.S.P, Product Marketing Manager, Shawmut Corporation

       n N95 mask is a �ltering facepiece respirator (FFR) that meets the National Institute for

Occupational Health & Safety (NIOSH) N95 classi�cation for air �ltration, removing particulates from

the air that are breathed through it and capable of �ltering out at least 95% of very small particulates

and large drops including dusts, mists, fumes, bacteria, and viruses. However, an N95’s protection is only

as good as its �t. 

    OSHA outlines a protocol, as well as general requirements for �t testing in Standard 1910.134 App. A.

As part of the policy, employers are required to �t test employees which are required to wear an FFR to

do their job. So, what is a �t test? And how can employers ensure they are properly following the

protocols?  

A

What is an N95 �t test, and why is it needed? 
    A respiratory �t test is an annual requirement of (OSHA) to protect employees who must wear

respiratory protection on the job from airborne hazards. A vital component of an N95 respirator is the

head straps that go around a wearer’s head, rather than around their ears, to provide a secure �t on the

user's face to achieve the minimum 95% �ltration. However, every make and model of an N95 respirator

is shaped di�erently and therefore does not �t an individual's facial structures the same way.  If a mask

does not �t properly, it cannot guarantee maximum protection.

    The primary purpose of a �t test is to verify that an employer's selected make or model N95

respirator properly �ts and protects the employees required to wear the FFR on the job. A �t test is

not a general test, but a speci�c test administered for all brands and models of NIOSH-approved

respirators to ensure that the wearer identi�es the product that works best for them and their facial

structure. If a worker changes their brand or model of N95 respirator, that worker will have to be re-�t

tested with the new respirator. If a worker endures any signi�cant changes such as weight loss, weight

gain, or a procedure that alters their face shape in any way, they will also need to be re-�t tested to

ensure a proper �t for their safety.

How do you conduct an N95 �t test? 

    Employers can conduct two types of �t tests to determine the proper �t of an N95 respirator:

qualitative and quantitative. 

Qualitative
    A qualitative �t test determines the

protection of an N95 respirator based on the

user's senses. Instead of using a machine to

measure leakage, the tester drapes a hood

over an individual in a qualitative test to

prevent any outside air from getting in. Then

a unique solution is sprayed into the hood.

These solutions usually contain a sweet or

bitter compound that causes a reaction to

the wearer if the mask’s seal is not strong

enough. 

    By design, both quantitative and

qualitative �t tests try to get the user to

break the mask’s seal and let the

contaminant pass the �ltration medium. If

this happens, then the user knows that the

mask will not keep them safe on the job. If

the mask seal does not break during the �t

test, then the respirator passes, and the

employee should be con�dent the N95

respirator they wear will protect them on

the job if it is worn properly. 

An N95 Is only as good as it �ts
     Fit testing may seem like a nuisance to some, and because it can be expensive to administer,

companies might even skip testing altogether. But if your N95 respirator doesn’t �t properly, it will not

protect you or do the job it is intended to do. If that’s the case, why even bother wearing one? Fit

testing is not just an OSHA requirement for safer workplaces; it's a matter of an employee's livelihood.

If you or your employees need to wear a mask on the job to protect from dust, harmful chemicals,

fumes, or gasses, you better make sure that the mask works. And the only way to do that is with a �t

test.

Nancy Sabin, Q.S.S.P, is Product Marketing Manager at Shawmut Corporation.
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OIL AND GAS

CLEARINGthe air
Video: lucky-sky / Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Conventional gas detection isn't enough when it comes to
purge testing     
By Rick Pedley

    urge testing is crucial when installing or replacing a natural gas pipeline or exposing an area to a new

test gas. This clears the a�ected area of other gases that may mix with the new gas, which can lead to

combustion or make the gas mixture more hazardous to employees. Conventional gas detectors not

properly �tted for purge testing may encounter shortened sensor life and damage due to excessive

exposure. Conventional Gas Detectors utilize an LEL sensor that generally reads from 0-100% LEL

(e�ectively 2.5% Vol). A high pressure gas line may contain up to 100% VOL, which would disable a

typical catalytic bead sensor in seconds. If teams do not perform purge testing, their gas detection

equipment may get damaged or produce inaccurate readings.
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What is purge testing?
    Purge testing is the process of purging an area of all gases to make sure you know which gases are

moving through your gas delivery system. This is the air your gas detection equipment will test when

workers are inside the space. Some gases combust, become more dangerous, or create corrosive liquids

when exposed to other gases. This can damage your gas detection equipment and pose a risk to the

health and safety of your employees. 

    Purging removes or displaces these additional gases from the air, so they don’t mix with the target

gas, such as natural gas in a mainline or another hazardous gas in con�ned spaces. Nitrogen is the most

commonly used and preferred purge gas. After conducting a purge, an upstream valve is opened to

allow natural gas to enter, while a service valve on the line with a stand pipe or di�user attached is

cracked to release the venting gas or nitrogen. Purge testing should be completed after performing

maintenance and repairs to make sure the gas detection equipment is working properly. 

    This is also a part of the regular calibration and equipment analyzing process, regardless of whether

these additional gases pose a risk to health and safety. Gas monitors require a fresh air calibration to

reset the baseline on sensors. Without purge testing, the target gas may react with other elements and

gases. Purging systems redirect additional gases away from the work area so they don’t mix with the

target gas reaching the sensors. 

Without purge testing, some workers may be breathing in
toxic gases without realizing it if the sensors on their
detection equipment have become defective.

Why conventional gas detection isn’t enough
    Traditional gas detection systems aren’t designed to work in oxygen-deprived environments or test

for gas mixtures. They are used to detect small traces of target gases in controlled environments. If

there isn’t enough oxygen in the air or too many gases are present in the area, the sensors on the device

may produce inaccurate results. Certain gas combinations and corrosive liquids may also damage the gas

detection equipment, rendering it useless.

    Without purge testing, some workers may be breathing in toxic gases without realizing it if the

sensors on their detection equipment have become defective. This can lead to respiratory issues,

serious injury, and even death. 

    You cannot rely on a standard con�ned space gas detection instrument to adequately test for safe

conditions during this process, as the high gas level will overwhelm or damage an LEL sensor, and the

sensor will not function in an oxygen-depleted atmosphere. Instead, go with a gas monitor that is

speci�cally designed for this application that can utilize a sensor that can measure high gas levels

without damage, and does not require oxygen for accurate measurements.

Installing a purge system
    Some teams may use a purge system to regularly displace unwanted gases from the work area. The

system connects to the regulatory body using a high-pressure inlet pump. It purges the area by

pumping the displacement gas through the gas delivery system with an isolation or vent system

downstream from the regulator for rerouting the displacement gas to a safe location. These systems

can be used in a range of di�erent locations and settings, including laboratories, con�ned spaces, and

natural gas pipelines.

Purging a natural gas pipeline
    It’s important to purge natural gas lines when making repairs or bringing a new system online. Most

teams use nitrogen when purging mainlines. This displaces the natural gas to a safe location, so it

doesn’t interfere with gas detection readings. A standpipe or di�user is then used to let the nitrogen or

displacement gas escape. 

    Teams should then take readings at the standpipe or di�user. The gas detection device should be

placed in % Vol only, also known as “purge mode” to avoid damaging the sensors on the gas detection

equipment, some teams may need to use a T-�tting adapter to sample air from a wider area. 

    When purging an existing natural gas line, the mainline should be purged with nitrogen until oxygen

levels are 0.5% or less, and gas readings are below 2%. Once these readings have been veri�ed, the line

can be opened, and the team can begin making repairs. However, this releases air into the main line, so

the area will need to be purged again with nitrogen after the work is completed. Once the line has been

re-purged, teams should again take readings at the standpipe with the gas detector in “purge mode” to

make sure oxygen levels are 0.5% or less. When the line is back up and running, teams should use a gas

monitor to make sure gas levels are at 98% or above.

    When purging a new line, teams should purge the space with nitrogen before taking readings at the

standpipe with the gas detector in “purge mode” to make sure oxygen levels are at 0.5% or less. They

should then activate the line and make sure gas levels are at 98% or above. 

    It’s best to use a gas detection device that’s designed to work in a variety of settings, including those

with low oxygen saturation, or teams run the risk of damaging their equipment. The device should use a

durable thermal conductivity (TC) sensor to improve accuracy in the �eld. These sensors can measure

high concentrations of gas without damaging the system’s LEL (Lower Explosive Levels) detection

capabilities.

    Companies should keep this information in mind when servicing natural gas lines or changing from

one target gas to another. Additional gases can leak into the space, leading to combustion, corrosion,

and inaccurate measurements. Purging is a regular part of the testing and maintenance process.

Everyone should use the proper purging equipment when completing this process. 

Rick Pedley, PK Safety’s President and CEO, joined the family business in 1979. PK Safety, a supplier of

occupational safety and personal protective equipment and manufacturer of their own new FR line Grit, has been

operating since 1947 and takes OSHA, ANSI, PPE, and CSA work safety equipment seriously.  PK Safety's customer

service can be reached at 800-829-9580 or online here.
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Accurately sense 

Advances in gas monitor technology cater to facility’s specific
needs     
By Bob Vigdor

      he attention to safety is the top concern for every company across every industry. Companies are

spending a signi�cant amount of money each year providing safety training, PPE, and other safety

devices for their employees. If possible, the �rst course of action for employers is to try and engineer

out the safety risk. If an engineered solution to remove the safety concern is not feasible, then

companies are taking the next steps by providing the necessary equipment in order to mitigate danger.

    This can include items such as hand held portable gas monitors, �xed gas detection instrumentation,

fall protection equipment, and many more based on the hazard present.  In the oil and gas industry, one

of the potentially always present dangers is the presence of toxic gases such as hydrogen sul�de or

carbon monoxide. These are two of the most common toxic gases found across the globe and highly

present in the oil and gas industry. Another always potentially present hazard is the presence of

combustible gases, such as methane, hydrogen, natural gas, and many other hydrocarbons. 

    Handheld portable gas instruments usually out�tted with gas sensors for oxygen levels, hydrogen

sul�de, carbon monoxide and a sensor for the detection of hydrocarbons are provided to employees for

personal safety. To protect a company’s assets, such as an oil re�nery or a natural gas distribution

facility companies rely on �xed gas instrumentation. These instruments are installed across a facility

providing 24/7/365 detection for the presence of any hydrocarbons and or toxic gases based on the

speci�c needs of the facility.

T

Pellistor and NDIR sensors
    For decades, manufactures of both handheld portable and �xed gas instrumentation have relied on

either Pellistor (Cat-Bead), or Nondispersive Infrared (NDIR) sensor technology that are integrated into

their instruments for the detection of hydrocarbons. The technology of these sensors is well proven,

trusted, reliable, and understood. You will �nd across the globe the oil and gas industry has deployed

thousands of gas detection instruments, both portable and �xed using one or both of these

technologies in their facilities.

    As a life safety device the accuracy of the gas levels detected is of the utmost importance. This is

particularly true in the oil and gas industry as the presence of any one or a multiple of di�erent

hydrocarbons could be present at any given time. One known limitation of Cat-bead and NDIR sensor

technology is they are only accurate to the gas they are calibrated to. The accuracy in gas readings

could be o� by greater than 30%, depending on the gas the sensor is calibrated to and the gas it is

then exposed to. Another requirement for Cat-bead and NDIR sensors is the need for routine

calibration. Sensor calibration is required to ensure the sensor's accuracy over its lifetime. Calibration

interval is very frequent for Cat-bead and usually once or twice a year for NDIR. Calibration takes time

and is an ongoing expense for employers, raising the total cost of ownership for maintaining their gas

detection instruments.

MEMS sensors
    With the advancements in sensor technology, micro-electromechanical system (MEMS-based) sensor

technology was introduced to gas detection instrumentation manufacturers in 2019. Its transducer is a

micro-machined membrane with an embedded Joule heater and resistance thermometer. The MEMS

transducer is mounted onto a PCB and open to the surrounding environment. The presence of a

�ammable refrigerant gas causes changes in the thermodynamic properties of the air/gas mixture that

are measured by the transducer and reported accurately to the user.

MPS gas sensor technology
    This technology, with built-in environmental compensation for temperature, pressure, and humidity,

detects and quanti�es over a dozen of the most common hydrocarbon gases with the one factory

calibration.

    The oil and gas industry now has new sensor technology that not only improves the gas sensor's

accuracy to multiple gases, but also reduces their total cost of ownership by eliminating the need for

routine calibrations.

Conclusion
    Cat-bead, and NDIR technology are here to stay as they have a great track record for performance

for a countless number of applications. However, with multiple leading manufacturers adapting the MPS

sensor technology into their product range for hand held portables, area monitors, and �xed gas

transmitters, the oil and gas industry can improve their safety initiatives by utilizing sensor technology

into their �eet of gas detection instrumentation.

Bob Vigdor, Director Safety Sales, NevadaNano Systems, leads the global sales is responsible for strategic account

management, new product development, and the global sales organization at NevadaNano Systems. He has focused

on safety in the gas industry for more than 30 years, working to create healthier work environments by expanding

knowledge and the integration of leading edge MPS technology in gas leak detection systems. You can reach him at

bob.vigdor@nevadanano.com.
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FAILURE
is not an option

Avoid these common mistakes when writing LOTO procedures
     
By Bryan Christiansen

            aintenance activities guarantee the availability, reliability and safety of production equipment.

While performing their maintenance roles, technicians are exposed to hazardous energy sources or

unexpected starting up of equipment. These conditions increase the risk of injury or death. To prevent

such accidents, companies devise machine-speci�c lockout tagout (LOTO) procedures. They contain

mandatory safety guidelines to be observed during maintenance. LOTO procedures are primarily limited

to maintenance operations. However, they are crucial for selected production activities where safety

devices or guards are missing or are bypassed.

    Developing robust LOTO procedures demands adherence to OSHA guidelines. However, some

organizations make the following common mistakes when creating and implementing these procedures.

  

M

General industry versus construction 

If an employer has their own employees perform construction work at their facility in a permit space,

or their employees will be working with a contractor to perform the work, it’s important the employer

know these key di�erences between the general industry standard and the construction standard:

The following are the key di�erences where the Construction 1926 Subpart AA con�ned space

regulation is more stringent than the General Industry 1910.146 con�ned space regulation:

General industry versus construction 

If an employer has their own employees perform construction work at their facility in a permit space,

or their employees will be working with a contractor to perform the work, it’s important the employer

know these key di�erences between the general industry standard and the construction standard:

The following are the key di�erences where the Construction 1926 Subpart AA con�ned space

regulation is more stringent than the General Industry 1910.146 con�ned space regulation:

Rick Pedley, PK Safety’s President and CEO, joined the family business in 1979. PK Safety, a supplier of

occupational safety and personal protective equipment and manufacturer of their own new FR line Grit, has been

operating since 1947. www.pksafety.com/contact-us/
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